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THE BRIEF

The client brief is to create a brand design for a holisitic products to market as a 
luxury product. Working with the client  on some specific design requirements to 
achieve a brand image, product design and website.

Through out this project I communicated 
with the email through email and what’s app. 
I created mockups for the client to review 
with several revisions, where the client would 
review and come back to me with slight 
amendments or a different design. 

The clients initial idea changed, so I followed 
her brief changes and created the artwork 
to meet her requirements. Along the way, I 
would recommend alternatives, so mock up 
similar ideas, following best practice design 
ideas.

Within this project I created a brand image, 
product design and a website, which is 
desktop and mobile responsive.



CLIENT MOODBOARD

Initially the client had a logo design created by a designer, but she wasn’t happy with the 
outcome. To start from fresh, I was given the images below as examples. From instructions the 
first image was what the client was most keen on. Particularly a ‘mandala-style’.



LOGO DEVELOPMENT
Creating a logo to work with the brown bottles, testing out dark grey, blue logos to work with 
the brown glass bottle. Draft mock ups to present to the client.



Final Logo Designs 
Sent to client to review



Client Changes/Requirements

Brand Name: Alchemy Botantics
Typography: Similar to Helen Anderson logo in first moodboard.
Packaging: Miron Violet Glass - very dark blue/black bottle (first image, first bottle below).
Packaging Design: Dark Luxrious, opposite to most brands that area clinical (monochrome design), wax seal, dark labels with gold lettering.

Product Descriptions (initial product descriptions 
provided by the client)

6 products, although 3 products will be sold as a package:
1. Women’s nighttime blend
2. Men’s daytime blend
3. Unisex sensitive skin blenda nd a triple “Jet Set” pack
4. Flight oil (calming)
5. Night oil (relaxing) (or perhaps Moonlight Oil?)
6. Daylight oil (energising)

SOLD IN 20ML BOTTLES



LOGO DEVELOPMENT
Second revision of the logo design. I continued my research 
with luxury brands who used gold and black within their 
branding and product design. Such as Gucci, Chanel, 
Sakare. Looking at a range of gold colours, which would suit 
this brand design.



Logo and Label Design (Typography and Colour Palette)

Heading Mr Eaves Sans (Sans Serif). Similar to Helen Anderson logo, 
but with a sharper edge, not so rounded. I chose sharper edge for a 
more statement look. Whereas I would have used a rounded edge if 
the product design was more clinical/organic.

Body Description - Filosofia (Serif), nice contrast to the heading 
typeface. Scroll through the numbers to give an elegant styling.

Colour Palette - 3 colour design: Gold CC9949/ Black / White



ALCHEMY BOTANICS

Women’s Night Time Blend
Hydrating Luxury Oil 

20ml  0.70fl oz

Client Changes/Requirements

Remove stroke rectangle from around logo.
Insert a moon or sun icon in centre of the label.
Change the logo mandala to a wax stamp version at the top of the label.
Change the colour of the body description text to vary with white and gold.

1. Label based on measurement of a 
20ml bottle.

2. Label based on measurement of a 20ml 
bottle with clients requirements of label 
height adjusted.

3. Mock up of label on 30ml for example.



Mock up Example

I showed the mock up on a 30ml to the client, to demostrate it’s size 
and advised that the text would be quite small. I requested a bottle, 
which the client sent to me later on. Initially, the client returned with a 
technical drawing of the bottle with the label size marked up for me to 
design as 47mm. I revised my design accordingly, because she insisted 
this was really the design she wanted.

I was concerned about the square egde at the top of the bottle 
and how the label and wax seal would fit in the area below, which I 
discussed with the client.

Demostrating with a 30ml bottle against 50ml bottles.
Technical Drawing of the bottle 
from the client with label size



Client Changes/Requirements / Final Mock Up Design

The client suggested I remove the moon/sun icons.
The final label design I created with the wax seal in photoshop.
Mock up with the clients requested bottle design. I created 6 
different product labels to go on the 6 different products, which 
are on the website.



Web Design Mood Board
Royality Free Images from unsplash.com



Website Design 
Wireframe Sketch

Magazine cut out 
for Mood Board



HOME PAGE

WEBSITE DESIGN 
Screenshots

ABOUT PAGE



PRODUCT GALLERY PAGE PRODUCT/DESCRIPTION PAGE



ADDED TO BASKET PAGE BASKET/CART PAGE

PAYPAL LOG IN SCREEN PAGE



Client Changes/Requirements and Client Moodboard

Home page - more ‘minimalist’.
Client’s products description (changes) and details and details for About page to add.

CLIENTS MOCK UP OF HOME PAGE CHANGES

CLIENTS MOCK UP OF ABOUT PAGE CHANGES

CLIENTS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION CHANGES

CLIENTS ABOUT PAGE CHANGES



To replace slider on home page with full width image. Client rejected. 
Client requirements, a single rose.

Recommendation to Client
Client requirements - a fixed ‘large’ navigation bar.

Changed royality free image to white rose.
I weaved the brand name through the rose.

For the About Page I felt that a single flower with all black ground, as 
the client requested would not work. It would appear to plain with no 
contrast. I still created a ‘minimal’ look, but added a banner along the 
a ‘repeated’ full width banner along the bottom of the page.



FINAL WEBSITE DESIGN (SCREENSHOTS)
Tested on Desktop and Mobile

HOME PAGE ABOUT PAGE



FINAL WEBSITE DESIGN 
Tested on Desktop and Mobile

PRODUCTS PAGE PRODUCTS DESCRIPTION PAGE



FINAL WEBSITE DESIGN 
Tested on Desktop and Mobile

ADDED TO BASKET PAGE BASKET/CART PAGE

PAYPAL LOGIN PAGE



FINAL WEBSITE DESIGN 
Tested on Desktop and Mobile

MOBILE RESPONSIVE SCREENSHOTS



FINAL WEBSITE DESIGN 
Tested on Desktop and Mobile

MOBILE RESPONSIVE SCREENSHOTS



FINAL WEBSITE DESIGN 
Tested on Desktop and Mobile

MOBILE RESPONSIVE SCREENSHOTS


